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“The pub catering market is highly competitive, as
evidenced by the continuing decline in pub numbers. Pubs

also compete with a range of other eating out
establishments, so food needs to compare favourably with

restaurants if they are to increase the frequency of visits.
Food is a core part of pubs’ sales mix and all-day food sales

continue to provide growth opportunities.”
– Richard Caines, Senior Food Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Pubs must focus on an all-day food offer and celebrations to maximise revenues
• More build-your-own dishes and daily specials can increase the appeal of pub menus
• Personalised loyalty rewards offered by digital schemes will help build engagement

The large size of the pub catering market stems from the almost universal appeal of pubs. The majority
of people who eat at pubs though do so only once a month or less, meaning one of the challenges for
pubs is increasing frequency of visits.

The number of pubs has been declining, with those that relied on sales of alcoholic and soft drinks
more likely to have disappeared. While a greater focus on food has proven to protect many venues, the
eating out market is extremely competitive and pubs are not just competing against one another but
also against a range of other eating out establishments. This means there is a need for a strong food
offer that compares favourably with restaurants for quality and value.

To maximise sales more, pubs are now going beyond the peak lunchtime and evening trade and
introducing breakfast/brunch menus, as well as a stronger hot drinks and snacks offer throughout the
day. With so much competition, continuing menu development and regular offers remain vital, as does
good customer service and increasing engagement with pub visitors using both traditional and digital
marketing activity.
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Figure 22: Brand personality – Micro image, March 2016
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Themed nights and food festivals can give reasons to visit

Strong demand for more daily specials and locally-sourced ingredients

Daily specials can imply freshness

Tapping the Locavore trend

Meat-free meals appeal beyond vegetarians
Figure 34: Factors that would encourage people to choose one pub/bar over another when eating, March 2016

Themed events can add something different to pub catering

Themed nights appeal to one in five

Time-limited nature of special event menus offers a prompt

Men want festivals, women go for special menus

Customer loyalty schemes offer ways to engage

Only one in four people has healthy finances

Loyalty schemes enable targeted promotions

Children’s menus make a difference to family dining

Traditional British dishes preferred to modern fare
Figure 35: Food and menu preferences when going to a pub/bar for something to eat, March 2016

Seasonal menus add variety to the pub food offer

Menu needs to feature both healthy and more indulgent dishes

More prefer table service than ordering and paying at the bar

Set-price menus appeal to over-65s
Figure 36: Type of menu and service preferences when going to a pub/bar for something to eat, March 2016

Customisation proves popular
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Figure 37: Diners’ interest in new features at pubs/bars, March 2016

Loyalty schemes can build relevance by tracking orders
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A quarter of diners are interested in pre-ordering

Electronic ordering welcomed by many

Menus on websites and good online reviews important

E-mail promotions enjoy widespread use
Figure 38: Consumer behaviour and interaction with pubs/bars, March 2016

Building pub catering sales using social media

Good customer service essential to pub food trade

Pubs competing with coffee shops for hot drink sales

Factors Influencing Choice of Pub for Eating

Pub Eating Preferences

Interest in Features of Pub Catering

Consumer Behaviour and Interaction with Pubs/Bars
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Abbreviations

Fan chart forecast

Figure 39: Best- and worst-case forecast of total UK pub catering sales, 2010-20

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information

Appendix – The Market
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